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4. **Rationale:**

The prevalence of valvular diseases in the United States has been estimated to be 2-3% after standardization of age and sex\(^1\). With an increasingly elderly population, the number of persons with valvular disease is expected to increase considerably. In addition to the increasing prevalence of valvular disease, there has also been a renewed interest in valvular disease with the introduction of novel percutaneous therapeutic alternatives, such as transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) for the treatment of aortic stenosis\(^2\) and a variety of technologies aimed at treating mitral regurgitation\(^3\).

With increasing data on the safety and durability of these less invasive strategies (compared with open surgical therapies for valvular heart disease), the therapeutic indications may be broadened to patients at earlier stages of the valvular diseases. Therefore, it is important to understand the impact of valvular diseases at early stages on cardiac structure and function. Unfortunately, most studies of patients with valvular diseases originate from patients at severe stages who are referred for medical or surgical therapy\(^4\)-\(^7\). As a result, there is limited information on the impact of milder forms of valvular disease on cardiac remodeling and function.

To date, there have been no population-based studies exploring the association of valvular disease with ventricular remodeling and biomarkers of early cardiac damage and overload. Therefore, using data from the ARIC visit 5 we will assess the relationship of valvular diseases to cardiac structure, function, and biomarkers.

5. **Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:**

Each valvular condition (aortic stenosis and regurgitation and mitral stenosis and regurgitation) will be associated with:

a) Cardiac echo measures of remodeling (described below) independently of cardiovascular risk factors

b) Subclinical chronic myocardial damage, as assessed by high sensitivity troponin T, and cardiac overload represented by NT-proBNP independently of cardiac remodeling measures

6. **Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodological limitations or challenges if present).**

**Study design:** Cross sectional cohort study of patients attending ARIC visit 5.

**Inclusions**

All black and white ARIC subjects with echocardiogram data during visit 5 who have data on NT-proBNP and hs-cTnT available (n \(\approx 6,000\)).

**Exclusions:**

Ethnicity other than black or white, missing echocardiogram during visit 5, missing hs-cTnT or NT-proBNP at visit 5, or missing covariates of interest.
Exposure: Presence/absence and severity of aortic stenosis, aortic regurgitation, mitral regurgitation, and mitral stenosis, will be defined according to AHA/ACC/EAE guidelines whenever possible. Exact categories will be coordinated with the project based on MP # 2089 “Contemporary Burden of Valvular Disease in the Community” led by the ARIC Echo Reading Center but we summarize the current plan below. According to number of cases, we may combine a few severity categories in the analysis. Each of valvular lesions will be assessed separately at first; then their combinations will be assessed.

1. Aortic stenosis severity will be quantitated by use of the peak transaortic jet velocity and the mean transaortic gradient and classified:
   a. Mild with mean gradient less than 20 mm Hg, or jet velocity between 2.6 and 3.0 m per second.
   b. Moderate with mean gradient between 20 and 39 mm Hg, or jet velocity between 3.0 and 3.9 m per second.
   c. Severe with mean gradient greater than 40 mm Hg, or jet velocity greater than 4.0 m per second.

2. Aortic regurgitation severity was qualitatively assessed and categorized into trace, mild, moderate and severe.

3. Mitral stenosis was qualitatively assessed and categorized into mild, moderate and severe. We expect few persons with mitral stenosis but are including here for completeness.

4. Mitral regurgitation severity will be quantified by color Doppler using the ratio of regurgitant jet area to the left atrial area and classified as either none, trace (≤5%), mild (5%-20%), moderate (20%-40%), or severe (>40%)

Outcome (dependent) variables:

a) Echocardiographic
   -V mass index (g/m²) = LV mass/BSA
   -LV relative wall thickness
   -LV end-diastolic diameter
   -LV posterior wall thickness (PWT)
   -interventricular septal thickness (IVST)
   -Ejection fraction
   -left atrial volume
   -left atrial volume index
   -aortic root diameter
   -systolic pulmonary artery pressure
   -peak tricuspid regurgitation velocity
   -peak RV-RA gradient
- right ventricular size
- E/A ratio

b) Biomarkers
- hs-cTnT
- NT-proBNP

Covariates
Other variables of interest will include age, sex, race, center, smoking status, body mass index, waist-hip ratio, blood pressure, hypertensive medication use, diabetes, education, triglycerides, HDL and LDL cholesterols, lipid lowering medications, and kidney function (estimated GFR from serum creatinine).

Statistical Analysis
Baseline characteristics will be compared across categories of severity of aortic stenosis, aortic regurgitation, mitral stenosis, mitral regurgitation, and tricuspid regurgitation.

We will use linear and logistic models to assess the association between each valvular condition (mild or greater) and outcome variables (cardiac echo parameters and biomarkers). For our echocardiographic parameters we will perform analysis as both continuous variables and categorical variables, based on clinical cutpoints, if available, or the upper quartile. For cardiac biomarkers, similarly, we will perform analysis as continuous (log-transformed) and categorical (based on clinical cutpoints) outcome variables. For, the association of each valvular lesions with NT-proBNP and hs-cTnT, we will contrast models with and without adjusting for cardiac echo parameters such as LV mass index. Similar analysis will be performed combining multiple coexisting valvular lesions.

We will formally test for potential effect modification by race, gender, and the presence/absence of history of cardiovascular disease (coronary heart disease, heart failure, or stroke).

Limitations
Despite adjustment for known risk factors for cardiovascular disease, we will not be able to rule out the possibility of residual confounding in the interpretation of our results. Also, given the cross-sectional nature of our analysis, causation cannot be inferred.
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